2023 NEW ENGLAND 4-H DAIRY GOAT ACTIVITY SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

2:00 - 6:00 pm 4-H members and goats arrive at The Big E. All animals must be inspected by the Official Animal Health Inspector before entry to the Mallary Complex. Please, report to the Show Superintendent before unloading animals at Mallary Livestock Complex. After goats are penned, members register at 4-H Headquarters (Moses Dormitory).

5:00 - 7:00 pm First meal will be served at 4-H Dormitory

6:00 pm Herdsmanship Begins

7:00 pm ADGA Milkout - Mallary Arena 3
Non-Registered Milkout- First followed by Alphabetical by Breed

8:00 pm Icebreaker & Mandatory Orientation Assembly for all youth, Chaperone Orientation, (Mallary Complex), Opening Ceremony (Maine),

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

6:30 - 8:00 am Breakfast - 4-H Dining Hall
7:00 am ADGA Recorded Milkout - Mallary Arena 3
Non-Registered Milkout- First followed by Alphabetical by Breed

9:00 am Senior Showing followed by Junior Showing - Mallary Arena 2
Fitting to begin upon the completion of Showing

11:15 - 1:30 pm Lunch - 4-H Dining Hall

1:00 pm Senior Fitting followed by Junior Fitting- Mallary Arena 2

3:00- 3:45 pm Judge Workshop on Goat Management- Mallary Arena 2

4:00 pm-5:00 pm Goat Demonstrations & Public Engagement- Mallary Arena 2 and Main Aisle

5:00 - 7:00 pm Supper - 4-H Dining Hall

7:00 pm ADGA Recorded Milkout - Mallary Arena 3
Non-Registered Milkout- First followed by Alphabetical by Breed

8:00 pm Skill-A-Thon & Ice Cream Social (New Hampshire: ice cream; Massachusetts: scoops, bowls & spoons Connecticut: Toppings).

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

6:30 - 8:00 am Breakfast - 4-H Dining Hall; OPTIONAL Milkout prior to show

8:30 am ADGA Breed Classes - Mallary Arena 2

11:30am Lunch Pizza Party - Arena 2

2:00 pm Non-registered Dairy-type Breed Classes- Mallary Arena 2

3:00 pm ADGA Breed Classes - Mallary Arena 2

Award Assembly – (Mandatory) Mallary Arena 2

Animals not staying for open show must depart immediately

Release of Goats & Exhibitors after Award Assembly (animals entered in the open show may stay)